One of the keys to the success of aerial refueling for probe-drogue aerial refueling system (PDARS) is the successful docking between the probe and drogue. The study of probe-drogue docking success probability offers an important support to achieving successful docking. During the docking phase of PDARS, based on prior information and reasonable assumptions for the movements of the drogue under atmospheric disturbance, the probe-drogue docking success probability is converted to the probability of the drogue center located in a specific area. A model of the probe-drogue docking success probability is established with and without actuation error, respectively. The curves of the probe-drogue docking success probability with the standard deviation of the drogue central position, the maximum distance from the drogue center position to the equilibrium position, the actuation error, and the standard deviation of the actuation error are obtained through simulations. The study has referential value for the docking maneuver decision of aerial refueling for PDARS.
Introduction
Aerial refueling can greatly improve the ability of manned aircrafts and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) to execute remote and long endurance tasks [1] [2] [3] [4] . Probe-drogue aerial refueling system (PDARS) has been widely concerned by the research institutions of various countries because of its flexibility and economy [5] .
One critical stage of PDARS in the air refueling process is the docking of the probe and drogue [5] . Due to the shaking movement caused by the disturbance during the docking process of PDARS, the PDARS test and assessment are a complex task. The relative position and attitude between the probe and the drogue during the PDARS docking stage was studied in [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , and the relative position between the probe and the drogue was obtained accurately by the detection and recognition of the drogue. The hose-drogue movement of the PDARS during the aerial refueling process was analyzed in [11, 12] . In [13] , the contacting dynamic behavior model of the probe-drogue during the PDARS docking stage was established, and the collision force and velocity response curve were obtained. The modeling and simulation of hose-drogue shaking phenomenon during the PDARS docking stage were studied in [14] [15] [16] . In [17, 18] , the dynamic behavior of the hose-drogue whip phenomenon during the PDARS docking stage was modeled, and the influencing factors of the whip phenomenon were analyzed. A detailed study on the docking control during the PDARS aerial refueling process was carried out in [19, 20] . However, specific research on mathematical modeling and analysis of probe-drogue docking success probability for PDARS has not yet been reported. To the best of our knowledge, only some flight tests show that the docking success probability of the manned aircraft is 30%∼40%, and the NASA UAV 2 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering aerial refueling docking success probability is about 60% [5, 17, 21] . As mentioned above, the previous research mainly focused on drogue detection and recognition, drogue 3D locating, docking control, bow wave effect analysis, and hose whipping control, while it did not involve the probe-drogue docking success probability estimation, which will be of great guiding significance to the decision making of PDARS in the engineering application of probe-drogue aerial refueling [5] .
One of the keys to the success of aerial refueling for PDARS is the successful docking between the probe and drogue. The study of probe-drogue docking success probability offers an important support to achieving successful docking. During the process of probe-drogue aerial refueling, the drogue moves faster than the UAV/probe. Therefore, probedrogue aerial refueling can be regarded as the slow dynamic system (namely, the probe) tracking the fast dynamic target (namely, the drogue). In this case, point (namely, the probe) to point (namely, the drogue center) tracking is difficult to dock successfully, but point (namely, the probe) to area (namely, the range of movement of drogue center) tracking can realize successful docking to a certain probability.
Considering the facts that the receiver aircraft operates docking maneuver when the probe is in front of the drogue and the atmospheric disturbance affects the movement of the drogue, therefore, this paper focuses on the theoretical estimation of probe-drogue docking success probability before docking maneuver when the probe is in front of the equilibrium position of drogue center. Firstly, according to the prior information during the docking phase of PDARS, a reasonable assumption for the distribution of the drogue center position under atmospheric disturbance is provided. Then, by converting the probe-drogue docking success probability to the probability of the drogue center located in a specific area, the model of probe-drogue docking success probability is established. The simulation analysis shows the curves of the probe-drogue docking success probability with the standard deviation of the drogue central position, the maximum distance from the drogue central position to the equilibrium position, the actuation error, and the standard deviation of the actuation error, respectively, which can provide an important theoretical basis for the engineering application of PDARS docking maneuver decision during the aerial refueling.
System Design
We present an approach to mathematical modeling and simulation of probe-drogue docking success probability for UAV autonomous aerial refueling (AAR). Firstly, based on prior information and reasonable assumptions for the movements of the drogue under atmospheric disturbance, the probe-drogue docking success probability is converted to the probability of the drogue center located in a specific area. Then, considering the derivation of the control of UAV, a model of the probe-drogue docking success probability is established with and without actuation error, respectively. Finally, simulations on probe-drogue docking success probability are conducted, and the discussion about considering the relative attitude of probe-drogue for docking success probability is given. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the estimation of probe-drogue docking success probability for UAV AAR.
Prior Information and Notations
For the simplification of the model of docking success probability, the prior information and notations of probedrogue docking for PDARS are described as follows.
Assumption 1.
During a potential successful probe-drogue docking, the drogue randomly meanders in the lateral and vertical displacement by as much as the drogue diameter.
Remark 2.
The disturbance, such as atmospheric turbulence and tanker wave, can lead to drogue lateral and vertical displacement [6, 14, 22, 23] . A NASA flight test approach to an aerial refueling system indicates that the drogue randomly meanders in the lateral and vertical displacement by as much as the drogue diameter (approximately 61 cm), where the atmospheric turbulence is considered, during the docking phase of PDARS [22] . So, considering the reachability and safety of PDARS maneuvers, it is reasonable to assume that, during a potential successful probe-drogue docking, the lateral and vertical displacement of the drogue is less than the drogue diameter, as shown in Figure 2 , the red dashed circle. Note that the other direction displacement of the drogue is also less than the drogue diameter, which is a reasonable approximation for estimating the probe-drogue docking success probability for UAV AAR. Thus, the area of disturbed movement of drogue (center) is a circle. Remark 4. Considering the shaking movement of the drogue under atmospheric disturbance, the lateral and vertical movements of the drogue have strong independence and weak coupling properties [16] . Therefore, during the docking phase of PDARS, it can be reasonably assumed that the lateral and vertical disturbed drogue motions are independent.
Assumption 5. For specific layout of probe located on the nose of aircrafts, it is reasonable to ignore the bow wave effect. Remark 6. However, in addition to atmospheric turbulence and tanker wake, bow wave also has an effect on the drogue, leading to the drogue leaving the original position when the drogue is close to the receiver aircraft, and this perturbation is obvious for the layout of probe located on the side in manned aircrafts [24] [25] [26] . Fortunately, UAV with aerial refueling capability can use the layout of probe located on the nose of aircrafts, which has much less bow wave effect than that of probe located on the side [5] . Therefore, this paper mainly focuses on UAV with the layout of probe located on the nose, without considering bow wave effect. It should be noted that there are references about how to decrease bow wave effect by appropriately locating probe and drogue in practice, such as [27] that proposed a drogue dynamic model under bow wave effect in probe and drogue aerial refueling, which can describe the drogue dynamics during the docking stage and be applicable to a docking controller design to overcome the bow wave effect actively.
Assumption 7.
The lateral and vertical components of the drogue center position coordinate are subject to twodimensional normal distribution with isotropic.
Remark 8.
The collected real probe-drogue aerial refueling videos, as shown in http://pan.baidu.com/s/1mi31gQ8, indicate that, during the docking phase of PDARS, frontal images of the drogue can be reasonably expected, and the probe can be approximately perpendicular to the drogue end plane. And in view of the layout of probe located on the nose, this paper mainly focuses on the motion of the drogue in the plane being perpendicular to the forward direction of the UAV. To further clarify the reasonability of the assumption of using a normal distribution to indicate the position of the drogue in the presence of disturbance, the provided real probe-drogue aerial refueling videos, as shown in http://pan.baidu.com/s/1mi31gQ8, can serve as a justification to indicate that assuming a normal distribution is appropriate.
Docking Probability Modeling

Model without Actuation Error
Considered. According to the above discussion in Section 3, the disturbed movement of drogue and docking area without actuation error are depicted in Figure 2 . Note that without actuation error means that the probe maneuvers exactly in front of the drogue equilibrium position, and actuation error = | | = √ 2 + 2 is depicted in Figure 3 . As shown in Figure 2 , is the drogue end plane, is the equilibrium position of the drogue center, and the radius of the drogue is . When the drogue center is located in the equilibrium position , the coverage of the drogue is 2 + 2 ≤ 2 . Because during the implementation of refueling docking process, the range of the disturbed movement of the drogue in and direction of the plane is generally not more than the diameter size of the drogue, the perturbed motion of the drogue center is in the range of 2 + 2 ≤ 2 , 0 ≤ ≤ 2 , and the perturbed motion of the drogue end is in the range of
Considering the engineering application of aerial refueling docking, the probe maneuvers gradually right in front of the equilibrium position . Note that the probe maneuvers exactly in front of the equilibrium position , according to corresponding control algorithm, without actuation error means. Therefore, when the drogue center located inside area 2 + 2 < 2 , the probe in front of (without actuation error) the equilibrium position can ensure probe-drogue docking successfully. Namely, the probe-drogue docking success probability is equal to the probability of the drogue center locating in the region
The probability density function of the drogue center position ( , ) under disturbance is established as
where and are the systematic deviation of drogue center in and direction, respectively.
2 and 2 are the variance of the drogue center position in and direction, respectively. When the polar coordinates are used, there are
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The Jacobian determinant of (2) is as follows:
Therefore, we can obtain the polar coordinate form of ( , ) defined by
Based on (1)- (5), when = = , (1) can be transformed into the polar coordinate form
To calculate the probe-drogue docking success probability, we then only need to consider the marginal distribution along (the distance between the drogue center and the equilibrium position ) as follows:
where 0 (⋅) is the first kind zero-order modified Bessel function:
When the observation period is large enough, the systematic deviation of the center position of the drogue in the direction of and can be approximately zero: namely, = 0, = 0, and = 0. Then, we have 0 ( / 2 ) = 0 (0) = 1, and therefore, (7) can be simply expressed as
Then, based on the prior information, when the drogue center located inside area , 2 + 2 < 2 , the probe in front of (without actuation error) the equilibrium position can ensure probe-drogue docking successfully. Namely, the probe-drogue docking success probability is equal to the probability of the drogue center locating in the region (with the equilibrium position as the center and the drogue radius as the radius):
Further, a more intuitive approximate representation between probe-drogue docking success probability and drogue central position is derived. Assuming that, in the observation period ( is large enough), a total of coordinates of drogue center position are observed, namely, ( , ) with = 1, 2, . . . , ( > 2), = (1/ ) ∑ =1 , = (1/ ) ∑ =1 , the drogue equilibrium position ( , ) ≃ (0, 0).
Then, we can obtain the variance of the drogue center position:
When ≥ 2, it follows that
and lim →∞ ( /2( − 1)) = 1/2. Let max =1,2,...,
where max represents the maximum distance between the drogue center position and the equilibrium position in the observation period . Substituting expressions (12), (13) into expression (11) leads to
Equivalently,
where max inf represents the lower-bound value of max . Substituting (15) into (10), we get that
Because max represents the maximum distance between the drogue center position and the equilibrium position in the observation period . The smaller max is, the smaller the disturbed motion of the drogue is, and thus the higher the probe-drogue docking success probability is. Therefore, statistically, the probe-drogue docking success probability satisfies the following relation:
where max sup represents the upper-bound value of max , with being the threshold. The proof of expression (17) is as follows.
Proof. There exists max sup = ⇔ max ≤ and max inf = ⇔ max ≥ , such that
Moreover, because the docking success probability when max ≤ is bound to be no less than the docking success probability when max ≥ , it can be deduced that
Thus, by expressions (18) and (19), expression (17) is established.
The proof is completed.
Note that the probability estimation based on max is more intuitive and conservative, while the probability estimation based on is more comprehensive and accurate. Thus, the two estimation methods have their own advantages and the docking success probability should be estimated based on the two methods simultaneously.
Model with Actuation Error Considered.
Under the condition with actuation error, because of the existence of the actuation error, the docking position of the probedrogue deviates from (0, 0), the equilibrium position of the movement of drogue center. The disturbed movements of drogue and docking area with actuation error are depicted in Figure 3 . As shown in Figure 3, ( , ) is the docking position, the actuation error = | | = √ 2 + 2 , is the angle between and axis, = sin , and = cos . Thus, under the condition with actuation error, in order to make the probe-drogue docking successfully, the drogue center must be located within the region ( − ) 2 + ( − ) 2 ≤ 2 . Therefore, under the condition with actuation error, the probe-drogue docking success probability is equal to the probability that the drogue center is located in the region ( − ) 2 + ( − ) 2 ≤ 2 . As mentioned above, under the condition with actuation error, the probe-drogue docking success probability is equal to the probability of the drogue center locating in the region
as the center and the drogue radius as the radius):
where 2 is the variance of the drogue center position in and direction. And because is a constant, (20) shows that the probe-drogue docking success probability , ( , ) is a function of and , under the condition with actuation error.
Further, from the view of statistics, the relationship between the probability of successful docking and the variance of the control deviation is derived.
Under the condition with actuation error, given that the variance of the control deviation in and direction is 2 . Now we define , ( , ) as the probe-drogue docking success probability, a function of and , under the condition with actuation error. Next, the relationship between , ( , ) and , ( , ) is derived, and the relationship of the probe-drogue docking success probability versus and is given. The derivation process of the relationship between , ( , ) and , ( , ) is as follows. According to expression (14), we can obtain
where max represents the maximum of the actuation error in the observation period . Due to the smaller bias of the control, the higher probability of probe-drogue docking success, we have
It can be proved that
From the intuitive understanding, expression (23) was established because the docking success probability when ≤ √ 2 (namely, , ( , = (1/ √ 2) max )) is bound to be no less than the docking success probability when = √ 2 (namely, , ( , = √ 2 )).
The proof of expression (23) is as follows.
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Proof. Let = (1/ √ 2) max . Then there exists
Moreover, it can be deduced that
Thus, by expressions (24) and (25), expression (23) is established.
Then, from expressions (22) and (23), we get that
Expression (26) is the relationship between , ( , ) and , ( , ). Namely,
where , ( , ) inf represents the lower-bound value of , ( , ) and
Simulations and Analyses
According to [14, 22] , we set the drogue diameter to be 0.61 m, and, namely, the drogue radius is 0.305 m.
Without Actuation Error Considered.
Based on (10), the probe-drogue docking success probability versus is shown in Figures 4 and 5 .
Based on (16), the probe-drogue docking success probability versus max inf is depicted in Figures 6 and 7 . Note that ( max sup = ) = ( max ≤ ) ≥ ( max inf = ). The variation ratio of the probe-drogue docking success probability versus is depicted in Figure 8 .
The variation ratio of the probe-drogue docking success probability versus max inf is depicted in Figure 9 .
Through the analysis of Figures 4-9 , we can get the following:
(1) During the probe-drogue docking process, the more stable the drogue central position, the larger the probe-drogue docking success probability.
(2) The probe-drogue docking success probability drops from 89.46% to 63.21% rapidly when max inf increases from 20 cm to 30 cm, which provides a docking maneuver threshold to some extent. Because that aerial refueling is a high difficult task requiring stability, accuracy, and safety, to ensure the success of the aerial refueling, the value of max sup can be used as a decision reference of probe-drogue docking maneuver. When max sup = , the probe-drogue docking success probability ( max sup = ) ≥ 63.21%. When max sup = (2/3) , the probe-drogue docking success probability ( max sup = (2/3) ) ≥ 89.46%. When max sup = (1/2) , the probe-drogue docking success probability ( max sup = (1/2) ) ≥ 98.17%. Therefore, the docking maneuver should be made when max sup < (2/3) ≈ 20 cm for safety. Note that the decision threshold max sup = (namely, max ≤ ) of the probe-drogue docking maneuver during the aerial refueling deserves further extensive flight tests and comprehensive assessments to determine a reasonable decision threshold. (3) For the probe-drogue docking success probability/rate, a comparison between the theoretical analysis proposed in this paper and the flight test results of NASA AAR demonstration [21] is described as follows, with a detailed introduction of the NASA results and a visualized comparison in Figure 10 . Note that the probe-drogue docking success probability is corresponding to the theoretical analysis proposed in this paper, and the probe-drogue docking success rate is corresponding to the flight test results of NASA AAR demonstration [21] . Figure 10 shows the visualized comparison between the flight test results of NASA AAR demonstration [21] and the theoretical analysis proposed in this paper for the probedrogue docking success rate/probability. Figure 10 (a) represents the left view of the drogue and value, corresponding to a 90 percent probe-drogue docking success rate in the flight test of NASA AAR demonstration [21] . Figure 10 (b) describes the main view of the drogue and max sup value, corresponding to larger than 89.44 percent probe-drogue docking success probability in the theoretical analysis proposed in this paper.
As shown in Figure 10 (a), according to the flight test results of NASA AAR demonstration [21] , is the capture radius that was defined as being 10.16 cm inside the outer ring of the drogue, which was suggested by the project pilot as a diameter that would result in a 90 percent probedrogue docking success rate with minimal vertical and lateral velocity. Actually, defines a tube coaxial (obtained by revolving the blue area 180 ∘ about the blue dash dot line) to the drogue, and when the probe is located within the capture radius of the drogue, the probe-drogue docking success rate would reach 90 percent [21] .
As shown in Figure 10 engineering), the probe-drogue docking success probability ( max sup = 0.2034 m) ≥ 89.44%. From the above discussion, it can be inferred that " = 20.34 cm in Figure 10 (a)" is equal to " max sup = 20.34 cm in Figure 10 (b)" in practical engineering, which result in 90 percent probe-drogue docking success rate in the flight test results of NASA AAR demonstration [21] and 89.44 percent probe-drogue docking success probability in the theoretical analysis proposed in this paper, respectively. Therefore, for the probe-drogue docking success probability/rate, the theoretical analysis proposed in this paper is consistent with the flight test results of NASA AAR demonstration [21] .
With Actuation Error Considered.
Under the condition with actuation error, based on (20) , the probe-drogue docking success probability , ( , ) versus and is shown in Figure 11 .
From Figure 11 , the following is shown:
(1) Under the condition with actuation error, when 0 ≤ < = 0.305 m, the probe-drogue docking success probability , ( , ) decreases with the increase of and . The larger the actuation error is, the faster the probe-drogue docking success probability , ( , ) decreases with the increase of . (2) Under the condition with actuation error, = = 0.305 m is the separatrix. When > = 0.305 m, the probe-drogue docking success probability , ( , ) remains at a low level with , ( , ) max < 0.5. From Figure 12 , it can be seen in more detail that, in , ( , ) high value range (0 ≤ < = 0.305 m with 0 ≤ ≤ 0.2 m), the existence of actuation error can have a negative impact on the , ( , ). When is certain (namely, under the same external environment), the greater the actuation error , the larger the decline of , ( , ). That is, the greater the actuation error , the higher requirements of the external environment when making docking maneuver for UAV AAR. Consequently, it is necessary to take appropriate control strategy to reduce the actuation error , and when actuation error is small, we can ensure high probe-drogue docking success probability even when the external disturbance is relatively large, which increases the adaptability to the external environment of AAR.
Under the condition with actuation error, based on (28), the lower-bound value of probe-drogue docking success probability , ( , ) inf versus and is shown in Figure 13 . Note that the probe-drogue docking success probability , ( , ) ≥ , ( , ) inf .
From Figure 13 , the following is shown:
(1) Under the condition with actuation error, when 0 ≤ < 0.2157 m, the lower-bound value of probedrogue docking success probability , ( , ) inf decreases with the increase of and . The larger is, the faster , ( , ) inf decreases with the increase of . Figure 14 . Note that the probedrogue docking success probability , ( , ) ≥ , ( , ) inf .
From Figure 14 , it can be seen in more detail that, in , ( , ) inf high value range (0 ≤ < 0.2157 m with 0 ≤ ≤ 0.2 m), the existence of can have a negative impact on , ( , ) inf . When value is certain (namely, under the same external environment), the greater , the larger decline of , ( , ) inf . That is, the greater , the higher requirements of the external environment when making docking maneuver for UAV AAR. Consequently, it is necessary to take appropriate control strategy to reduce , and when is small, we can ensure high probe-drogue docking success probability even when the external disturbance is relatively large, which increases the adaptability to the external environment of AAR.
Discussions
Considering the Relative Attitude of Probe-Drogue for
Docking Success Probability. Note that indeed the movement of drogue center has an important effect on the success for docking, but there are many other factors that can produce effect on the success of docking. In order to make the proposed model of probe-drogue docking success probability more comprehensive and reasonable, we further consider the relative attitude between the drogue and the probe, which is an important factor for a successful docking. Namely, a more reasonable probe-drogue docking success probability can be estimated, according to the relative attitude between the drogue and the probe, based on the initial probe-drogue docking success probability using the movement mathematical model of drogue center. Details are as follows.
Due to the rolling symmetry property of drogue, we only consider its pitch angle and yaw angle . Note that the theory, experiment, and precision of drogue attitude measurement have been described in our previous work [6] in detail. So, in this study, we assume that accurate parameters, such as the pitch angle and yaw angle of the drogue, can be obtained precisely.
During the process of aerial refueling, there is a setting that when the probe is right in front of the drogue and the probe is perpendicular to the end of the drogue, then the pitch angle and yaw angle of the drogue are all 0 ∘ . Then, theoretically, there exist ∈ [− , ] and ∈ [− , ]. We should note that, during the docking phase of aerial refueling, 30
∘ deflection of the drogue can be regarded as large, and when the deflection is more than 90 ∘ , the probe and drogue cannot dock successfully. When = 0 ∘ and = 0 ∘ , is equal to ; when the deflection of the drogue increases from 0 ∘ to 90 ∘ , decreases from to 0; when the deflection [21] and the theoretical analysis proposed in this paper for the probe-drogue docking success rate/probability. (a) Left view of the drogue and value, corresponding to a 90 percent probedrogue docking success rate in the flight test of NASA AAR demonstration [21] . (b) Main view of the drogue and max sup value, corresponding to larger than 89.44 percent probe-drogue docking success probability in the theoretical analysis proposed in this paper.
of the drogue is more than 90 ∘ , will be 0. Motivated by the above discussion, the pitch angle and yaw angle of the drogue can be regarded as the penalty factor of . Thus, a concise and reasonable definition of penalty factor is given as follows:
where ∈ [− , ], represents the deflection angle of the drogue, and | | represents the deflection amplitude of the drogue. When | | increases from 0 → /2, penalty factor ( ) decreases from 1 → 0; when | | ∈ ( /2, ], ( ) = 0. Then, considering the relative attitude between the drogue and the probe, the is defined as ∘ deflection of the drogue can have much influence on the probe-drogue docking.
Considering the Accurate Measurements and UAV Control
for Docking Success Probability. Note that a successful docking for probe-drogue aerial refueling is not only dependent on the movement of the drogue center, but also related to accurate measurements for the parameters between probe and the drogue and the control of UAV. Firstly, the theory, experiment, and measurement precision of drogue location and attitude have been described in our previous work [6] in detail. So, in this study, we assume that accurate parameters of the drogue can be obtained precisely. Secondly, the actuation error described in this paper can be regarded as a token of the control of UAV. Namely, without actuation error can be regarded as the high accuracy of the control of UAV, while with actuation error can be regarded as the deviation of the control of UAV.
Considering the Statistical Probability Model for Docking
Success Probability. Note that it can be meaningful and helpful to model the random factors in PDARS and give its statistical probability model using statistical methods based on the experimental data.
Currently, due to a lack of flight test data of UAV AAR for some practical reasons, the statistical probability model for probe-drogue docking success probability cannot be built for the time being but deserves further research in future. Nevertheless, in order to make the proposed model of probedrogue docking success probability more comprehensive and reasonable, the movements of the drogue (center) under disturbance, the actuation error (namely, the control of UAV), the relative attitude between the drogue and the probe, and the accurate measurements for the parameters between probe and the drogue are all taken into consideration. Note that the movements of the drogue (center), the actuation error (namely, the control of UAV), and the relative attitude between the drogue and the probe can be regarded as the intuitive reflection of the factors that affect probe-drogue docking success probability. Besides, a comparison between the theoretical analysis proposed in this paper and the flight test results of NASA AAR demonstration is reported. For the probe-drogue docking success probability, the flight test results of NASA AAR demonstration are consistent with the theoretical analysis proposed in this paper.
It is expected that, through an approach based on the mathematical model rather than human heuristic insight, UAV can obtain the probe-drogue docking success probability, which can be of some help for UAV AAR. Meanwhile, statistical probability model based on the flight test data of UAV AAR for probe-drogue docking success probability deserves further research and concern. And, whether artificial intelligence (such as deep learning) can be used to train the UAV to carry out aerial refueling also deserves concern and future study [28] .
The Applicability of the Research.
The research can provide a useful and valuable theoretical basis/reference, the probe-drogue docking success probability, for the practical engineering of UAV probe-drogue autonomous aerial refueling during the close docking stage. For example, during the close docking phase of UAV probe-drogue autonomous aerial refueling, (1) when the estimated probe-drogue docking success probability estimated ≥ Threshold, the UAV can execute the docking maneuver under safe conditions; (2) when the estimated probe-drogue docking success probability estimated < Threshold, the docking maneuver can be regarded as unsafe, and the docking maneuver should be terminated. Without loss of generality, the Threshold can be set as 0.9. Note that the value of the Threshold should be determined by practical engineering.
Conclusions
(1) This paper numerically simulates the docking success probability during the docking phase of PDARS. Considering the facts that the receiver aircraft operates docking maneuver when the probe is in front of the drogue, and the atmospheric disturbance affects the movement of the drogue, this paper provides the theoretical estimation of probe-drogue docking success probability before docking maneuver when the probe is in front of the equilibrium position of drogue center.
(2) Reasonable assumptions for the distribution of the drogue center position under atmospheric disturbance are provided, according to the prior information during the docking phase of PDARS.
(3) A model of probe-drogue docking success probability is established, by converting the probe-drogue docking success probability to the probability of the drogue center located in a specific area.
(4) The simulation results can provide a theoretical basis for docking maneuver decision during the docking phase of PDARS. It is expected that, through an approach based on the mathematical model rather than human heuristic insight, UAV can obtain the probe-drogue docking success probability, which can be of some help for UAV AAR.
(5) The future work will include the following: (a) a more comprehensive model to estimate the docking success probability is currently under consideration; (b) to further demonstrate the correctness of the proposed model, the simulated probability results will be compared with real data in future research; (c) the proposed approach needs formal verification and validation by the flight test of AAR.
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